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n a country where most citizens gire as much

thousht to human rishts

as thev

do their nerr

breath, a torture survivor anxiously arraits a
hearing to determine whether he will gain

political asylum in the United

States.

This

time, the victim is a writer from Tiber As

mandated by his government, he submitted his work

to a licensing office for approval before publication.
Days later, he was arrested and a terrifying siege of

i*

terrogation and torture began,
The police pounded his head with the butt of a
pistol, kicked him with their metal-toed boots, threw

him at a wall, and repeatedly smashed his head
against it. In between the brutal attacks, he was

chained to the wall that served as a tool of torture.
Eventually, they took him to a cell and left him
alone for several months without medical care.
When the writer was at last released, he was afiaid
to return home. He knew the police would find him
again and he believed this time they would kill him.

Though wounded, in pain, and haunted by nightmares, he fled on foot, walking through some of Chi-

na's most rugged terrain for 52 days to reach Nepal,
the first stop on a longjourney to freedom. Making
his way through the complex maze of immigration,

the man found his way to the Human Rights Clinic
(HRC) in Bronx, New York. Thanks to the clinic
physicians who listened to his story, provided a med-

ical evaluation, and prepared an affidavit for the

asy-

lum hearing, the writer's horror story may be headed
for

a happy

ending.

It may be difficult for physicians in the United
States to imagine the use of torture as a means of
managing political, ethnic, and religious differences. Yet, the estimated 400,000 torture survivors
who now live in this country carry with them the
physical and psychological scars of chemical burns,
electrical shocks, mock executions, the forced observation of murder.
Overwhelmed by their experiences, most survivors of torture are unaware that medical assessment and documentation is essential to gaining po-

litical asylum based on torture. 'As doctors, we tend
to think that the paperwork we do is both an annoyContinued
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ance and secondary to our main activity," says Douglas Shenson, MD, MPH,
the director of the HRC and an assis-

tant professor in the department of
epidemiology and social medicine at
Albert Einstein College of Medicine'
"But in this case, a careful ana\sis of
the patient's story and its relationship
to his or her PhYsical exam can be
lifesaving."
Of the nearlY 100 Patients who have
sought assistance at the HRC, Shenson
has found a significant commonaliq''
"Their biggest fear is that they are going

to get sent back and killed." Because
medical documentation at the HRC is
vital to what Shenson calls the secondary prevention of torture, it is considered just as important as treatment'

Heeding rhe cqll of humon rights
Shenson's involvement in human
rights work grew out of his affiliation
with the humanitarian grouP' Doctors

of the World. In 1992, Shenson responded to a request for a Publichealth assessment of a Haitian deten-

tion camp at the U.S' naval base in
Guantanamo. \Ahile the Haitians had
survived the political screening process
because their lives were threatened in

their homeland, many of the detained
individuals were infected with HIV'
"They rvere there in limbo, some of
them for up to hvo years. At one point,
they lr'ent on a hunger strike," saYs
Shenson, rvho acted as mediator befiveen the strikers and militarl authorities. From then on, Shenson's name
became associated rvith advocacv rr'ork
among Haitians in this countrv rvho
had suffered repression and rvere seek-

ing political asYlum.
to get requests
for people
exams
medical
to provide
claiming to be the victims of torture,
he discovered not just Haitians, but
\44nen Shenson began

brutalized peoPle from manY countries. "I started doing this on avolunteer basis and then it became clear to

mary-care training program at Montefiore Medical Centeq the North Central Bronx Hospital, and Doctors of the
World. Since 1993, patients from near-

ly 30 countries have been seen at the
center, often referred by immigration
attorneys. \{4rile the center's early
years saw mostly patients from Haiti,
the population has shifted recently and

more immigrants are now coming from
Mauritania.
Research related to the long-term
medical effects of trauma led Ami Laws,
I'{D to the International Rehabilitation
Cor.rncil of Torture Victims (IRCT) in
Copenhagen. \4'hile there, Laws became
interested in the needs of torture survivors. "I was thinking about starting up
center here," recalls Laws, who is also
on the faculty at Stanford Universiry
when the staff at the Denmark center
a

told her about Survivors International,
a San Francisco-based

nonprofit center

me that there was more work than I

dedicated to the support and treatment

could do by mYself." Through Shenson's efforts, three key resources came
together to launch the HRC-the pri-

of survivors of torture,
"I went to CoPenhagen to find out
that there was a center in San Francis-

Douglos Shenson, MD, MPH, the

director of lhe Humon Righrs Clinic
qnd on ossislonl Professor in the
deporlmenl of ePidemiologY ond
sociol medicine ol Albert Einstein
College of Medicine in New York
Cify soys, "One rhing lhot is verY

imporlqnl to communicole lo
people who hove been lortured is

thot the reqclion ihot theY ore

-

hoving...is q Yery normol response

thot they
. lo on obnormql evenl
hove suffered."

VO

lhe

Phystcians ResouLce

The Center for Victims

of

Torlure, begun in 1985, is
locoted in q Victoriqn mqnsion
in Minneopolis. According to
Jqmes Jqrqnson, MD, the

center's medicol services
director, the house is more

comfortoble for lhe polients
thon o clinicol setting.
Jqronson soys lhol mony
Europeon lorlure survivors

were kepl olive by physicions
so lhe obuse could continue.

co," Laws says, bemoaning the considerable lack of awareness in the United
States of the work that goes on

lrith tor-

ture survivors and the correspondilrg
need for greater involvement of the
medical community. "I'm particularlr'
interested in physiotherapy as a modali-

for treating both psychological and
physical effects," says Laws. While she
brought these clinical interests with her
when she began consulting for SI in
1994, Laws quickly discovered new prigr

orities. "There was a great need for
someone to do medical assessments for
people applFng for asylum on the basis
of their torture." Laws hopes to expand
the clinical aspects of care once more

>
>

o
o

teria as successfullv in as'lum hearings.- At the C\T, the oldest center for
sunirors of torture in the countrr', psychologists and social workers regularly

son, large numbers of survivors in Eu-

accompanv clients on hearings. "Before
hearings,"Jaranson says, "a formal let-

plan was to locate the center in a non-

ter is rrritten to the immigration serr.ice
describing rvhat we see with the individual and how it fits with whatwe know
about torture survivors from that countr)'at that particular time."
The CVT grew out of a comment by
the son of former Minnesota Governor
Rud,v Perpich, who asked what his father
intended to do about human rights. The
center began in i985 in one of the Uni-

area physicians become involved.

versity of N,linnesota's teaching hospitals
where Jaranson, a psychiatrist, was oper-

"In many other parts of the world,
physical documentation of torture is
the only criterion for granting asylum,"

ating the mental-health section of an international clinic. Since its inception.
more than 500 torture survivors have

saysJamesJaranson, MD, MPH, MA,

been treated at the center and nearly 50
new clients are seen each year. Its even-

the medical services director of the
Center for Victims of Torture (CVT) in
Minneapolis. "Here in Minnesota, we
have been able to use psychological cri-

tual relocation to

a

Victorian mansion

donated by the university was a thera-

rope had been tortured with the help of
physicians keeping them alive to ensure

that the abuse could continue. "The
clinical facility which did not remind
clients of the torture experience." The
environment is cozy and volunteers,
some torture survivors themselves, help
with transportation and operational
needs of the center.
The clinicol picture

Along with the barriers of language,
limited or nonexistent financial resources, and difficulty accessing health
services that immigrants commonly

face in a new country, survivors oftor-

ture must bear the remnants of horror
that echo through their hollowed spirits. The CVT maintains that torture is
practiced or condoned in more than
100 nations, though the majority of its
clients come from Africa, primarily,
Ethiopia. \,\lhereas some victims were

peutic maneuver. According to Jaran-

Continued
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once political and community leaders,

tortured because of ethnicity or political affiliation, many others, Jaranson
points out, are ordinary people who
happened to be in the wrong place at
the wrong time. Data from the CVT reveal that torture is not merely a weapon
used to oppress a young to middle-aged

population. The 220 clients who were
treated at the CVT betr.veen 1991 and
1995 ranged in age from 7 to 68, and 30
percent ofthem were first tortured as
adolescents. Two-thirds of the clients
served during this period were male, a
finding that is consistent with the predominantly male population of patients

{

who seek assistance at the HRC.
Post-traumatic stress disorder is particularly common among survivors of
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psychiatric status of the individual,
make recommendations, and try to coordinate with other service providers."
Shenson has discovered, "One thing
that is very important to communicate
to people who have been tortured is
that the reaction that they are havingnightmares, the fact that they startle
easily, loss of appetite, the sense of
change that has happened to them-is
normal. It is a very normal response to
an abnormal event that they have suffered." Unsurprisingly, survivors of torture report a multitude of physical injuries. Most of the patients evaluated at

the HRC report beatings with fists and
blunt instruments. Also common are
cuts from sharp instruments, heat and

chemical burns, sexual assault and
rape, and electrical shocks. Other abus-

noted are pulled limbs, crushing
muscle injuries, whipping, chemical exes

posure, genital mutilation, and beatings

ofthe

soles

ofthe feet (falanga).

Often specific patterns of abuse are
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNft EMPLOYER
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torture. With the help of interpreters as
needed, Jaranson says that psychiatrists,
"provide an overall assessment of the

traceable to regions of conflict where

Tr,' WARM
school did not prepare her for human
rights work and she wants to helP
change that. "I really would like to ex-

pand this program into some kind of
clerkship for medical students."
The HRC's unique positioning within
a residency training program serves as a

Douglas Shenson, MD says he makes
profound connections with these people.
"You see the extraordinary unburdening that
people experience as

thq

share this with

y-ou.

Often when you hear a story, your reaction is

'this is a terrible thing that has happened to
you' and the amazing thing is that often no
one has ever said that to them before."

natural means of building awareness in
the medical community. Shenson feels
this is an exciting aspect of the clinic.
'Doctors come out of their training
knowing how to do this kind of work'"
He believes that residents' clinical skills
are stretched in the HRC and that
learning how to help patients in dealing with very significant psychological
and physical traumas are skills that benefit physicians working in the emergency room and other clinical settings.
Strengthening the effort to train oth-

particular techniques are used. At SI,

er health professionals is a primary goal

Laws reports, "Most of our clients rvho

of the CVT, which hosts training for
providers who are trying to establish

come for medical evaluations for as1"

lum, probably 80 to 90 percent of them,
come from Punjab (an area divided between India and Pakistan). ManY of
these people have been tortured by be-

ing beaten on the feet." The prevalence
of such injuries has created a tremendous need for orthopedic and podiatric
services at SI; however, the organization

similar centers in such conflict areas

as

the former Yugoslavia and Turkey. Says
time ago
Jaranson, 'We realized some

that we were only going to be able to
reat a very limited number of the tornrre survivors in the U.S. unless we
were to get other people involved."

is still without providers in specialty ar-

Medical students, residents, and practicing physicians from across the nation

points to the need for
dermatologists to evaluate skin lesions

and other countries are regular visitors
to the center.

eas. Laws also

AUITTN, TX!
The Austin Diagnostic Clinic is
located in the heart of the Ta<as

Hill Country. The Clinic,

Building oworeness
"It would be wonderful if doctors knew
more about the area," says Laws, who
often calls on specialists not affiliated
with SI to meet the specific clinical
needs. "\4lhen I just call cold, it is
bizarre to people that I am calling, ask-

ing them to provide help for my client
who has been tortured." The response
is often, 'What? Does that go on in the
world?' Laws feels strongly that medical

a

prolessional association owned and

operated by physicians, has more
than '1 30 board certified physicians
practicing in Central Texas.

New physicians join
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with partnership potential within
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Obstetrics/Gynecology

Allergy (qualification in pediatric
allergy preferrcd)
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Cardiology
Radiology (qualilication in
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nterventional pref er red)

Neuroradiology
General Surgery
Contact Mary Lou Herring,
Director o[ Physician Relations

at 1-800-203-2710
from 9:0Oam - 7:00Pm,

consistent with electric shock and other

forms of torture.

TN

weekends included.

Unexpected rewords
Why would physicians want to practice
in an arenawhere clinical vocabulary is
juxtaposed with terms of torture?
"There are more personal connections
that you make with people in any cir-

For immediate consideration,

FAX your CV in confidence to:
(s12) 901 -3e94
or e-mail to:
mlherrin g@maila<cite. com.

cumstance where someone has suffered
something extreme, " Laws explains.
Says

Shenson, "It is the most reward-

The

ing clinical work I have done- for
many reasons." Very simply, he reflects,
'You really do some good. Simply pro<)
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viding documentation is lifesaving." In
the HRC, Shenson finds that a particularly human kind of interaction occurs
between doctors and torture survivors.

"Often they feel a tremendous sense of
shame about having had this happen
and-you see the extraordinary unburdening that people experience as they
The Rural Recruitment and Retention

Many states have locum tenens needs

Network consists of not-for-profit organizations that represent 45 states. Staff
of these organizations will assist health
professionals and their families locate

practice opportunities that meet their
personal and professional needs.
Family Practitionerc are in gfeat
demand and souglrt by all t15 s-tates,

For more information about these
state organizations see our Web site

at http: / / www.3rnet,org
Or eontact Fled Moskol:

l€oo.RuRAL!.z
FAX:

(7 87 -251
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share this with you. Often when you
hear a story, your reaction is 'this is a

terrible thing that has happened to
you' and the amazing thing is that often
no one has ever said that to them before. You really make a profound and
meaningful connection with people
who are usually from the other side of

(6O8) 26&6394

E-MAIL: 3rnet@vms2.macc,wisc.6du

the world."
Shenson notes a contrast to medi-

J-1 Physicians! Reftistration available only on our web
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cine's more common practice of treating diseases that often can worsen with
time. "In this case, the bad thing that
happened is in the past and is not uoing
to happen to them again." Though it

site.

Card

doesn't mean that people will ever forget or can return to whom they were

Ski pants. Swimsuits.
Pointy wooden shoes.

before their torture experience, Shenson notices, "They somehow move on
and they integrate it into their life, it
becomes part of who they are. They get
on with living."
Even in this year of the 50th Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Hu-

man Rights, a document adopted by the

United Nations, abuses remain shockingly prevalent throughout the world.
This reality compounds the already sub-

Snow ski. \Vater ski. Heck,
can march

in our Tulip

if you're properly

Parade. There's lots

dressed, you

to do in Holland,

Michigan and, believe it or not, our doctors actually find time to

stantial need for involvement of the
medical community in the work of human rights. Listening to the stories of

torture survivors is not the easiest way
to practice medicine, but more often
than not, it proves lifesaving. In the

do it. If you're a family practitioner, pediatrician, internist or

complex, changing world of medicine,

other primary care physician who'd like to be in their shoes,

it doesn't get much more rewarding

call 676-399-0843.

(NoJ-1 oppo?"tunities)

S

****,a,

ltospiht

than that.
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Susan Sarver, RN is a writer at the Tulane Univer-

sity Medical Center. This rs her first article for
Unique Opportunities.
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